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Abstract 19 

The presence of computation and transmission variable time delays within a robotic 20 

control loop is a major cause of instability, hindering safe human-robot interaction (HRI) 21 

under these circumstances. Classical control theory has been adapted to counteract the 22 

presence of such variable delays; however, the solutions provided to date cannot cope with 23 

HRI robotics inherent features. The highly nonlinear dynamics of HRI cobots (robots 24 

intended for human interaction in collaborative tasks), together with the growing use of 25 

flexible-joints and elastic materials providing passive compliance, prevent traditional 26 

control solutions from being applied. Conversely, human motor control natively deals with 27 

low power actuators, nonlinear dynamics and variable transmission time delays. 28 

Importantly, the cerebellum, pivotal to human motor control, is able to predict motor 29 

commands by correlating current and past sensorimotor signals, and to ultimately 30 

compensate for the existing sensorimotor human delay (tens of milliseconds). This work 31 

aims at bridging those inherent features of cerebellar motor control and current robotic 32 

challenges; namely, compliant control in the presence of variable sensorimotor delays. We 33 

implement a cerebellar-like spiking neural network (SNN) controller that is adaptive, 34 

compliant, and robust to variable sensorimotor delays by replicating the cerebellar 35 

mechanisms that embrace the presence of biological delays and allow motor learning and 36 

adaptation. 37 

 38 

Summary 39 

The biomimetic temporal learning of a cerebellar-like SNN allows compliant cobot 40 

control under long non-deterministic latency. 41 

 42 

 43 

 44 

 45 
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MAIN TEXT 47 

 48 

Introduction 49 

The engineering pursuit of the most efficient solutions to emerging challenges has pushed 50 

forward the development of technology and the consequent contribution to human 51 

progress. Among the latest challenges, human-robot interaction (HRI) has blossomed into 52 

a worldwide research discipline helping to lighten human labor (1), provide medical 53 

assistance (2), assist humans in space exploration (3), etc. Physical HRI must be safe for 54 

both actors, thus requiring compliant and adaptive controllers to operate collaborative 55 

robots (cobots). However, HRI can be compromised by contextual variables such as 56 

unstructured scenarios, unknown dynamics (4), or sensorimotor time delays (5). We have 57 

recently proven that spiking neural networks (SNNs) can be used for effective robot 58 

control providing both accuracy and compliance (6), key elements in safe HRI. Yet, the 59 

non-deterministic time delay control problem was sidestepped, constituting the focus of 60 

this study. 61 

 62 

Unintentional time delays in robot control have two main sources: computation and 63 

transmission delays. Computation latency represents the time spent in data processing to 64 

generate a motor control command (7). Transmission latency depends on the 65 

communication technology and physical links used between controller and robot. For 66 

instance, in telerobotic architectures delays appear in the communication link between the 67 

human operator and the robot (8); cloud-robotics, a growing field, relies robot control on 68 

remote cloud computing resources that lead to computation and transmission latencies 69 

within the control loop (9); wireless communications carry additional time delays 70 

compared to wired connections (10). The aforementioned variety of scenarios illustrates 71 

the importance of accounting for time delays when designing closed loop robot 72 

controllers.  73 

 74 

From a classic control perspective, time delays are a major cause of instability in control 75 

loops. Traditional controllers dealing with pure delays may cause a phase margin decrease 76 

of the robotic system and a higher sensitivity as its static gain increases (5). To stabilize 77 

time delayed systems, both adapted classic controllers and specifically designed 78 

controllers have been proposed (11). Under the first category, different proposals try to 79 

mitigate the effects of time delays by adapting traditional proportional-integral-derivative 80 

(PID) controllers: i) PID stabilization of linear time invariant (LTI) systems using the 81 

Hermite–Biehler theorem (12); ii) parameter space method to tune the PID coefficients for 82 

an LTI system with time delays (13); iii) using the Nyquist criterion to compute a set of 83 

PID controllers to stabilize a given n-order LTI system with time delay (14). 84 

Unfortunately, these families of methods cannot be easily applied to HRI cobots whose 85 

dynamics are strongly non-linear due to soft or elastic components (4). Regarding the 86 

second category, it includes the dead-time compensators (DTC) (15), a family of 87 

controllers specifically designed for systems with time delays: (i) Smith predictor based 88 

controllers (16, 17), only applicable when delays are constant (11); (ii) the finite spectrum 89 

assignment approach (18, 19). However, DTC solutions strong dependence on the 90 

accuracy of the system model (11) makes them non-reliable for HRI control, as the 91 

growing use of flexible-joints and elastic materials (20, 21) makes intractable the 92 

mathematical modeling of cobots non-linear dynamics (22).   93 

 94 

These solutions prove the effort devoted to compensate for time delays in control systems. 95 

Here, we enlarge the family of solutions by taking inspiration from millions of years of 96 
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biological evolution by which nature has arrived at an adaptive solution to perform motor 97 

control under variable delays; i.e., predictive control to deal with the sensorimotor 98 

pathway delays inherent to the central nervous system (CNS), in charge of human body 99 

motor control (23, 24). In the cerebellar sensorimotor pathway exists a variable delay 100 

accounting for the time spent since a motor command is generated and propagated to the 101 

muscles (efferent delay 𝛿e) until its effect is sensed back at the cerebellum (afferent delay 102 

𝛿a). These sensorimotor delays range from 100 to 150 ms approximately, with inter and 103 

intra individual variations (25). To compensate them, the cerebellum acquires internal 104 

representations of the sensorimotor transformations needed to generate the motor 105 

commands to achieve a desired movement (26), and generates predictive motor commands 106 

by a spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) mechanism that correlates present and past 107 

sensorimotor signals, thus allowing motor learning even in the presence of sensorimotor 108 

delays (27).  109 

 110 

To replicate human motor control and benefit from the aforementioned CNS inherent 111 

features, SNNs constitute the most biologically plausible approach since they model the 112 

transfer and processing of information as occurs in their biological counterparts; by means 113 

of the precise timing of spikes (28) which efficiently embed accurate timing. Thus, our 114 

cerebellar-like SNN controller adopts the biological delays and mimics the cerebellar 115 

STDP mechanism. 116 

 117 

In next sections, we evaluate the performance of our SNN controller under time delays of 118 

different nature: steady and non-deterministic delays in both lab-controlled and realistic 119 

scenarios (i.e., Wi-Fi and cloud-robotics connections). We demonstrate that, besides 120 

compliant cobot control, the biological plausibility of our controller provides robustness 121 

against variable time delays in the transmission of sensorial information and motor 122 

commands, thus, applying an inherent feature of the CNS to a robotic control challenge. 123 

 124 

Results  125 

We placed our cerebellar-like SNN at the core of a robotic feedback control loop (Fig. 1). 126 

The SNN served as the torque controller able to operate all six degrees-of-freedom (DOF) 127 

of the robot arm acting on a trial-and-error basis. A STDP mechanism at the SNN 128 

mediated the trial-and-error torque control process facilitating acquisition of the robot arm 129 

dynamics when following a set of goal trajectories. During this learning process, the SNN 130 

torque controller received the input sensorial information and generated the subsequent 131 

output motor commands at 500 Hz rate; see (6) for an in-depth review of the learning 132 

process. The input sensorial information consisted of the actual robot state supplied by the 133 

robot sensors (position, Qa, and velocity, Q̇a, per each of the six joints, j1-j6), the desired 134 

trajectory to be performed by the robot arm (position, Qd, and velocity, Q̇d, per joint), and 135 

a teaching/error signal (ɛ) per joint obtained comparing the actual robot state to the desired 136 

trajectory. These analog input signals were later mapped into neuron activations (spikes) 137 

that the SNN torque controller computed to subsequently generate the corresponding 138 

neural responses. These spike-based neural responses were then mapped into analog motor 139 

commands (torque, τ, per joint) and sent to the robot (see Materials and Methods). After 140 

SNN learning stabilization and thereby achievement of the desired trajectory, we induced 141 

different transmission delays (δT) in the sensorimotor pathway to test whether our SNN 142 

inherits the cerebellar natural ability to deal with non-deterministic time delays (25, 29). 143 

We induced sensorial delays in the robot-to-controller (R2C) direction and motor delays in 144 

the controller-to-robot (C2R) direction, together with the intrinsic computation delays (δC) 145 

inherent to the SNN computation.  146 
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Our SNN controller reproduced the main properties of the cerebellar circuit, and consisted 147 

of 62040 neurons distributed in five neural layers (Fig. 1C). A population of 240 mossy 148 

fibers (MFs) conveyed the sensorimotor inputs onto 600 deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN) and 149 

60000 granular cells (GCs). GCs expanded the coding space of MFs (30), and this GCs 150 

activity was later projected onto 600 Purkinje cells (PCs) via Parallel fibers (PFs). The 151 

synaptic learning mechanism (STDP) at PCs (see Materials and Methods) integrated the 152 

afferent signals from PFs (i.e., the axons of GCs), with the teaching/error signal from 153 

climbing fibers (CFs), i.e., axons of inferior olive (IO) cells. PCs finally inhibited DCN 154 

cells, which also integrated inputs from MFs and CFs to generate the cerebellar motor 155 

command controlling arm movement. Please see (6, 31) for an in depth review of the roles 156 

of the different cerebellar neural layers. 157 

****Figure 1 about here**** 158 

Cerebellar torque control provides learning convergence in the presence of time 159 

delays 160 

Transmission delays were first artificially induced between the two ends of the robotic 161 

feedback control loop in R2C and C2R directions (Fig. 1A). To do so, a point-to-point 162 

Ethernet communication connected both ends (robot and controller), each end 163 

accommodating a buffer to hold the sensorimotor messages before being sent to the other 164 

end. On the robot side, the buffer held the sensorial information for a time δR2C before 165 

being sent to the controller, whereas at the controller side the buffer held the motor 166 

commands for a time δC2R before being sent to the robot. A total transmission delay of δT = 167 

δR2C + δC2R was induced (δR2C = δC2R = δT/2). A 12 cm radius circular trajectory performed 168 

in two different xyz planes along with a sequence of a circular plus a Lissajous trajectory 169 

performed in the xy plane were used to verify that the cerebellar control solution was not 170 

task-dependent (see Materials and Methods for trajectory description). Consecutive trials 171 

of the trajectories were executed (i.e., a trial started at the end point of the previous one), 172 

each trial having a duration of 2 s (see fig. S1 for SNN learning convergence). Each 173 

induced delay δT was maintained for 100 trials, and then increased to the next value; that 174 

is, at least 200s of experiment duration per δT value. The performance metric given by the 175 

mean absolute error (MAE) illustrated the learning convergence of the SNN torque 176 

controller (see Materials and Methods) across a wide range of induced delays δT (Fig. 2A). 177 

Note that the SNN torque controller, regardless of the induced delay δT, improved the 178 

performance accuracy (MAE) of the factory-default position controller given under no-179 

delay circumstances.  180 

Since the factory-default position controller could not be tested in a time delay framework, 181 

we tuned a proportional-derivative (PD) controller for each of the motor tasks using the 182 

Ziegler-Nichols method (32). The resultant PD torque controller performed similarly to 183 

the factory-default position controller under no-delay circumstances (PD MAE = 0.076 184 

rad/s vs. factory-default MAE = 0.077 rad/s for the horizontal circle trajectory, PD MAE = 185 

0.054 rad/s vs. factory-default MAE = 0.055 rad/s for the inclined circle trajectory, and 186 

MAE = 0.068 rad/s for both the PD and factory-default controller for the circle-Lissajous 187 

sequence), thus, serving as a performance reference (Fig. 2A). In conducting a more in-188 

depth assessment of our SNN, we also developed a conceptually closer analog neural 189 

network (ANN) controller. We used the analog cerebellar solution from (33, 34) 190 

conveniently adapted for Baxter’s 6 DOF in a feedback loop. This ANN model equipped 191 

the main form of SNN synaptic plasticity but lacked its temporal correlation capability, 192 

i.e., PC long-term depression was heterosynaptically driven by CF, whilst PC long-term 193 
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potentiation was related to PF activity (see Materials and Methods). As expected, the 194 

ANN performed similarly to the SNN cerebellar solution and better than the default-195 

factory position controller under no-delay circumstances: ANN MAE = 0.021 ± 0.002 196 

rad/s vs. SNN MAE = 0.018 ± 0.004 rad/s for the horizontal circle trajectory, ANN MAE 197 

= 0.017 ± 0.002 rad/s vs. SNN MAE = 0.017 ± 0.004 rad/s for the inclined circle 198 

trajectory and ANN MAE = 0.019 ± 0.001 rad/s vs. SNN MAE = 0.021 ± 0.004 rad/s for 199 

the circle-Lissajous sequence (Fig. 2A). 200 

****Figure 2 about here**** 201 

As the induced delay δT increased from 0 to 50 ms, the PD and ANN controllers 202 

performance degraded significantly (Fig. 2A) due to the instability caused by the large 203 

variations/oscillations of the output torque response; i.e., torque variability increased from 204 

0.019 to 0.036 Nm/ms (PD controller) and from 0.016 to 0.026 Nm/ms (ANN controller) 205 

per joint for the horizontal trajectory; from 0.026 to 0.051 Nm/ms (PD) and from 0.017 to 206 

0.027 Nm/ms (ANN) per joint for the inclined circle trajectory; from 0.025 to 0.037 207 

Nm/ms (PD) and from 0.026 to 0.028 Nm/ms (ANN) per joint for the circle-Lissajous 208 

sequence (Fig. 2, B, C, and D). PD control instability occurred from early stages: delays δT 209 

over 10 ms for the inclined circle trajectory and the circle-Lissajous sequence, and over 20 210 

ms for the horizontal circle trajectory. The lower capacity to cope with delays for the 211 

circle-Lissajous sequence and the inclined circle trajectory, indicated how increasing arm-212 

movement complexity demanded higher PD static gains, followed by an incremental 213 

sensitivity (5), i.e., the relationship between the input and the output robot system 214 

indicating how easily the input initiates a change in the output when the robot is in a 215 

steady-state condition. A fine balance between obtaining high performance by increasing 216 

PD gains whilst maintaining sensitivity low is required. An in crescendo sensitivity may 217 

ultimately induce instability (oscillatory PD responses) and compromise compliance with 218 

lower delay δT values. Similarly to the PD, the ANN controller was driven to instability 219 

with delays δT above 10 ms for the horizontal circle trajectory, and above 20 ms for the 220 

inclined circle and circle-Lissajous sequence. We stopped the experiments at δT = 50 ms 221 

since safety/compliance could not be guaranteed to the robot itself nor to the personnel 222 

due to increasing torque oscillations. 223 

Conversely, the cerebellar predictive behavior of the SNN torque controller provided a 224 

stable compliant output regardless of time delays. As the delay δT increased from 0 to 80 225 

ms, the MAE of the SNN torque controller barely deviated from the ideal horizontal and 226 

inclined circle trajectories and the circle-Lissajous sequence: average MAE = 0.024 ± 227 

0.011, 0.022 ± 0.008 and 0.027 ± 0.007 rad/s respectively (Fig. 2A). For the PD and ANN 228 

controllers, 3-4 times larger MAE deviations were obtained: average MAE = 0.099 ± 229 

0.027 (PD controller) and 0.053 ± 0.026 rad/s (ANN controller) for the horizontal circle 230 

trajectory, 0.092 ± 0.036 (PD) and 0.061 ± 0.030 rad/s (ANN) for the inclined circle 231 

trajectory, 0.097 ± 0.032 (PD) and 0.047 ± 0.021 rad/s (ANN) for the circle-Lissajous 232 

sequence. The compliance stability of the SNN controller was reflected in the evolution of 233 

the output torque commands as transmission delays were induced (Fig. 2, B, C, and D), 234 

i.e., the SNN torque output remained at 0.012 Nm/ms per joint for the two circle 235 

trajectories and 0.018 Nm/ms for the circle-Lissajous sequence regardless of the delay 236 

increment. The induced δT was limited to 80 ms according to the predictive time margin of 237 

the deployed learning mechanism (see Materials and Methods). 238 
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Outstanding levels of accuracy were achieved by the SNN torque controller in the 239 

execution of the trajectories (Fig. 3). Comparative ANN vs SNN results indicated the 240 

time-related capability of the SNN form of synaptic plasticity accountable for coping with 241 

the delay.  242 

****Figure 3 about here**** 243 

STDP at PF-PC copes with the delay. Overcoming the 150 ms delay biological 244 

limitation  245 

The presence of the biological sensorimotor delay causes a given sensorimotor state at 246 

time t to be received at the CNS at time t + δa (afferent delay), and the subsequent motor 247 

command to be applied at time t + δa + δe (efferent delay). The tolerance of the biological 248 

learning mechanism to this sensorimotor delay hinges on its ability to use previous 249 

synaptic activity to generate predictive motor commands within a predictive time margin 250 

of δa + δe. Again, we induced transmission delays in R2C and C2R directions whilst 251 

performing the horizontal circle trajectory. We first aligned the STDP learning mechanism 252 

to cope with the biological sensorimotor delay as well as the predictive temporal margin 253 

configured accordingly. We found that the predictive behavior of the SNN controller 254 

guaranteed a stable performance as long as time delays were kept within the established 255 

predictive time margin. Then, we faced the STDP learning mechanism to larger predictive 256 

temporal margins to test whether and to what extent the time delay tolerance of our SNN 257 

controller could be modified beyond the biological temporal imposition. 258 

The PF-PC STDP mechanism allowed for motor learning by correlating the sensorimotor 259 

information recoded at granular layer into spike patterns with the teaching/error signal 260 

provided by CFs to the PC (31, 35). A PF-PC synaptic weight change (ΔW) occurred after 261 

an appropriate temporal sequence of PF-CF de/activations, involving two opposed 262 

processes of long-lasting modifications in synaptic strength: long-term potentiation (LTP) 263 

and long-term depression (LTD). LTP produced a fixed synaptic weight increment every 264 

time a spike arrived to a PC through the PF. Conversely, LTD synaptic weight decrement 265 

was triggered by the spikes arriving through the CF to the corresponding PC and depended 266 

on the previous activity of the afferent PF. The implementation of this temporal 267 

correlation between the teaching/error signal (CF activity) and the previous sensorimotor 268 

information (PF activity) followed a convolution kernel with an “eligibility trace” (31, 269 

36), similar to a convolved coincidence detection able to compensate for transmission 270 

delays (37). This implementation required a kernel “eligibility trace” peak (τLTD), which 271 

established the PF spike arrival time before a CF spike arrival for which the synaptic 272 

weight decrement was maximal. By changing τLTD, the predictive time margin could be 273 

accordingly modified (Fig. 4, A and B). Consequently, τLTD established the amount of time 274 

delay (δT + δC, transmission plus computation delays) that the SNN controller could 275 

tolerate. We found that establishing a τLTD value involved a fine trade-off between time 276 

delay tolerance and the performance accuracy obtained. As the predictive time margin 277 

increased, so did the time delay tolerance (Fig. 4B) but the performance error also 278 

increased (Fig. 4C).  279 

Electrophysiological recordings (36, 38) show a LTD contribution more acute for those PF 280 

spikes which occurred 50 to 150 ms before the CF activity, i.e., τLTD between 50 and 150 281 

ms. We chose τLTD = 150 ms to increase the time delay tolerance whilst maintaining the 282 

SNN biological plausibility. We found that a kernel “eligibility trace” peak of 150 ms 283 

provided robustness against transmission delays up to 80 ms, thus requiring 70 ms for 284 
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computation delays comprising analog information processing, neural activity 285 

computation, analog-to-spike and spike-to-analog conversion, and torque commands 286 

application by the robot actuators. Please, see Methods and Supplementary Materials 287 

(Annex S1) for a more in depth description of the temporal kernel operation. 288 

****Figure 4 about here**** 289 

Benchmarking the non-deterministic time delays  290 

The learning convergence of our SNN output against steady time delays was tested so far; 291 

convergence under non-deterministic time delays was still to be analyzed. Here, we 292 

characterized the response of our SNN to non-deterministic delays in a lab-controlled 293 

scenario. The delay range (from 0 to 80 ms) was covered with a set of gamma 294 

distributions from which non-deterministic time delays δT were randomly sampled (δT = 295 

δR2C + δC2R; δR2C = δC2R = δT/2), providing the following mean delays: 15 ± 5 ms, 25 ± 5 296 

ms, 35 ± 5 ms, 45 ± 5ms, 55 ± 5ms, 65 ± 5ms, and 78 ± 4 ms (see Fig. 5, A and B for the 297 

probability density function, PDF, and cumulative distribution function, CDF, of the 298 

induced delays). Non-deterministic delays were induced using the set up described in Fig. 299 

1A. For each delay distribution, 100 trials of the horizontal circle trajectory were 300 

performed, maintaining MAE values below the precision provided by the factory-default 301 

controller (Fig. 5C). Note that gamma distributions are proven to adequately model 302 

network delays (39, 40).  303 

Aiming at characterizing a more realistic scenario, we also tested asymmetrical (i.e., δR2C 304 

≠ δC2R), non-deterministic delays. Two scenarios were tested: i) δR2C = 8 ± 3 ms and δC2R = 305 

40 ± 3 ms (Fig. 5D), ii) δR2C = 39 ± 2 ms and δC2R = 9 ± 4 ms (Fig. 5E). We found that the 306 

SNN was able to cope with both symmetric and asymmetric non-deterministic delays. 307 

 308 

****Figure 5 about here**** 309 

Non-deterministic Wi-Fi and cloud-robotics time delays; cerebellar control use cases  310 

We established a robot-controller Wi-Fi connection using a Raspberry Pi 3B+ (RPi) as 311 

gateway (Fig. 6, A and B) to circumvent Baxter’s lack of wireless support (see 312 

Supplementary Materials). The non-deterministic delays inherent to a Wi-Fi connection 313 

(41) affected asymmetrically to both R2C and C2R directions whilst our SNN controller 314 

performed the horizontal circular trajectory. The established dialog between the robot and 315 

the controller had a bandwidth consumption of 15 Mbps that was further increased to 316 

worsen both sensory and motor delays (see Supplementary Materials). The initial 15 Mbps 317 

bandwidth consumption was gradually increased up to 3.6 times simulating control of up 318 

to three robots over the same wireless network. We found that the SNN torque controller 319 

performance accuracy was kept at the same level regardless of the asymmetrical and non-320 

deterministic time delays (Fig. 6C); i.e., from bandwidth consumption of 15 to 54 Mbps, 321 

we obtained an average MAE of 0.025 ± 0.007 rad/s, comparable to the 0.024 ± 0.011 322 

rad/s obtained at the artificial delays scenario with δT from of 0 to 80ms. The PD and 323 

ANN controllers could not be tested under these circumstances since 50% of the motor 324 

delay values were above 20 ms for all bandwidth consumptions (Fig. 6D), which added to 325 

the associated sensorial delay would set the PD and ANN controller in the instability zone 326 

(Fig. 2A), risking robot and personnel safety.  327 

****Figure 6 about here**** 328 
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Finally, we used our SNN torque controller in a cloud-robotics framework by establishing 329 

a long-distance controller-robot connection over the Internet. The controller was located in 330 

Madrid, whereas the robot was located 360 km south (i.e., 224 mi) in Granada (Spain). 331 

This remote connection involved 10 Internet hops (Fig. 7A). Two scenarios were tested: i) 332 

the robot connected to the Internet through an Ethernet connection via a gateway computer 333 

(Fig. 7B); ii) the robot connected to the Internet via Wi-Fi (Fig. 7C). In the first scenario, 334 

the sensorimotor time delay accounted for cloud-robotics inherent latency (42, 43). The 335 

CDF of the sensorimotor time delays (Fig. 7D) confirmed the 50
th

, 90
th

, and 99
th

 336 

percentiles of the exchanged messages below 9, 10, and 12 ms respectively, for both 337 

sensorial (R2C direction) and motor (C2R direction) information; a total transmission 338 

delay below the 80 ms limit provided by the predictive time margin (Fig. 4B). The round-339 

trip time (RTT) of the remote connection barely varied throughout the day (i.e., average 340 

RTT of 20.0 ± 1.3 ms, from 8:00 to 24:00). In the second scenario, the connection was 341 

additionally hampered by the Wi-Fi non-deterministic time delays. The CDF confirmed 342 

the 50
th

, 90
th

, and 99
th

 percentiles below 12, 14, and 20 ms for the sensorial messages; and 343 

below 29, 32, and 36 ms for the motor messages (Fig. 7E); values below the 80 ms limit 344 

(Fig. 4B). The accuracy obtained in both cases (1
st
 and 2

nd
 scenario MAE = 0.020 ± 0.004 345 

and 0.024 ± 0.007 rad/s) was kept at the same levels as in previous setups. Thus, our SNN 346 

torque controller was proven capable of operating in a cloud-robotics framework.  347 

****Figure 7 about here**** 348 

Discussion  349 

A well-timed response to stimuli is imperative for body-interaction with changing 350 

environments, thus causing human motor control to compensate for the significant time 351 

delay between the sensing of a stimuli and its response. In the CNS, these sensorimotor 352 

delays are caused by constraints in the neurophysiological substrate, which can be very 353 

efficient in computation due to massive parallel neural computing, but inefficient to 354 

communicate signals through long axons and slow chemical synapses. Physiologically, the 355 

transduction and transport of sensory inputs and motor commands involves: sensing delay, 356 

nerve conduction delay, synaptic delay, neuromuscular junction delay, electromechanical 357 

delay, and force generation delay (44). Consequently, the CNS needs to cope with the 358 

uncertainty aroused by these delays to provide accurate motor control. Besides these 359 

biologically inherent time delays, the CNS can self-adapt to additional external time 360 

delays (45-47). The CNS sensorimotor time delay compensation relies on state and 361 

sensory prediction; i.e., an estimation of the actions outcome before sensory feedback is 362 

available (48). The cerebellum plays a pivotal role in this prediction mechanism (29, 49-363 

51) due to its ability to acquire internal models of the human body and external tools 364 

through motor learning (52-55).  365 

Consequently, cerebellum-inspired solutions have been proposed to different control 366 

problems: gaze stabilization (56-58), adaptive control of linear (59, 60) and nonlinear (6, 367 

61, 62) systems, acquisition of forward/inverse (27, 63) dynamic models, or computation 368 

of inverse kinematics (64). Sensorimotor time delays were also considered by some 369 

analog-based cerebellum-inspired approaches recently suggested: i) An analog cerebellar-370 

like functional model embedded with a Smith predictor was able to deal with the control 371 

loop inherent sensorimotor time delays, measured below 8 ms (63). ii) A cerebellum-372 

inspired adaptive filter model was used to control saccadic eye movements with a delayed 373 

error signal temporally aligned at the PF-CF connection (65). In this analog solution, the 374 

temporal coding at granular layer was modeled as an echo-state network, thus simplifying 375 
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the complex spatiotemporal processing of the cerebellar information to make the 376 

controller suitable for robotic application. iii) An adaptive filter based on the cerebellum 377 

and embedded with a reactive controller, implemented an eligibility trace that 378 

compensated for the 50 ms delay in the error feedback and the response lags intrinsic to 379 

the plant dynamics using different learning rules: a) forward model-based eligibility trace 380 

gradient descent (FM-ET); b) Widrow-Hoff (WH) algorithm with a delta-eligibility trace 381 

tuned to the error feedback delay (WH+50ms), and tuned to exceed that delay by 20 ms 382 

(WH+70ms) (37). iv) Control of fast limb movements (i.e., movements lasting less than 383 

the total duration of the sensorimotor pathway processing and transmission delays) was 384 

provided by a controller involving two fuzzy NNs representing each the cerebellar cortex 385 

and DCN (66). These solutions, although not of direct application to the present setup as 386 

they are constrained to more simple scenarios (simulation studies, numerical experiments, 387 

LTI systems, fixed delays, simple dynamics, dynamic-model-dependent), prove the efforts 388 

devoted to address the sensorimotor delay challenge from analog approaches. However, 389 

these cerebellum-inspired solutions removed the intrinsic temporal aspect naturally 390 

present in the spike coding found in biological networks. Compensating the temporal 391 

delay was more of a problem for motor control than a cerebellar virtue. Understanding the 392 

temporal compensation of the sensorimotor pathway delay within the cerebellum requires 393 

a different perspective starting from a more realistic replication of the biologically 394 

inherent temporal cerebellar features. 395 

Cellular-level cerebellar-controllers offer an insight into cerebellar function at neuron 396 

level. Yet, the significant computational cost of these models (67) has traditionally 397 

prevented them from real robotic applications. Our SNN cerebellar model, which falls into 398 

this cellular-level category, was already tested in a real robotic application (6). We 399 

suggested and replicated the cerebellar acquisition of internal models as a solution to the 400 

non-linear dynamic modeling of elastic cobots; providing real-time, adaptive, and 401 

compliant torque control of a 6 DOF robot arm. The cellular-level nature of our cerebellar 402 

SNN controller enables the replication of the STDP mechanisms at neuron level. 403 

Consistently with the Marr-Albus-Ito cerebellar theory (68), we found that the LTD 404 

“eligibility trace” temporal margin at PF-PC cell synapses was key in estimating and 405 

shaping the cerebellar temporal output. LTD eligibility trace allowed for a temporal record 406 

of PF synapses past activity (i.e., the temporal sensorimotor patterns), so that the feedback 407 

error/teaching signal from CF arriving after that PF activity could make changes in the PF-408 

PC synapses strength (69). A continued exposure to sensorimotor patterns allowed PF-PC 409 

synapses to acquire a temporal representation of the relation between the error/teaching 410 

signal and previous sensorimotor information (70). The precise time correlation between 411 

sensorimotor information at PF and the elicited error/teaching signal at CF of our SNN 412 

controller provided robustness to sensorimotor time delays.  413 

The fourth industrial revolution, Industry 4.0, is leading industrial processes to be 414 

connected using Internet technologies (71). In robotics, this revolution is reflected in the 415 

growing field of cloud-robotics, which conjugates the benefits of Big Data, Cloud 416 

Computing and Collective Robot Learning (42). Nonetheless, cloud-robotics faces the 417 

technical challenge of dealing with communication latencies (42, 43) between the cloud 418 

and edge nodes. Motor control can be highly sensitive to time delays as they drive the 419 

system towards instability and unmanageability (5), ultimately forcing some sort of 420 

strategy to address cloud communications latency. Efforts have been devoted to tackle 421 

cloud-robotics time delays by minimizing the latency of the existing architecture (72), 422 

modifying the communications paradigm (73) and protocols (74), or implementing new 423 
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communication technologies (75). However, the application of these approaches is tied to 424 

specific communication architectures, technologies, or protocols. Conversely, a SNN 425 

controller able to provide robustness against time delays would solve the cloud-robotics 426 

latency challenge regardless of how the controller-robot connection is established. Not 427 

only cloud-robotics can benefit from our cerebellar SNN torque controller, but also other 428 

robot control schemes that carry inherent time delays such as teleoperation or wireless 429 

robot control; relevant to robotic applications such as remote control, factory automation, 430 

or HRI. HRI could especially benefit from the application of our SNN torque controller, as 431 

it meets the demand for adaptive, compliant robot behavior (6) even in the presence of 432 

sensorimotor delays.  433 

In this work, we presented a neuroscience approach to a real-world robotic application, 434 

providing both lab-controlled setups with synthetic communication delays and real-world 435 

setups that fall under higher technology readiness levels (TRL) (76) with potential use in 436 

cloud-robotics and remote control with long latencies. 437 

PF-PC STDP modeling considerations 438 

Concerning the implemented STDP rule for PF-PC LTD, some considerations need to be 439 

noted. This STDP is pivotal in sorting out the PC output credit assignment problem (77), 440 

i.e., modeling how a change in the weight of PC synapses would impact the behavior of 441 

the final cerebellar output; however, it still remains open what occurs to PF-PC adaptation 442 

to either a specific delay or to a range of delays at the cerebellar intermediate zone, 443 

responsible for controlling the distal extremity muscles. Interestingly, the PF-PC STDP in 444 

other cerebellar regions (vermis vs flocculus) adapts differently to the specific delay at 445 

which CF error signals shall arrive with respect to MF sensorimotor signals during motor 446 

learning (78). The vermis receives proprioceptive information from the dorsal columns of 447 

the spinal cord and coordinates body posture and locomotion, whereas the flocculonodular 448 

lobe receives information from the vestibular nuclei and visual cortex and helps learning 449 

basic motor skills found within the vestibulo-ocular system (VOS).  450 

LTD is induced in the flocculus when PFs activate 120 ms before the CFs, assuming a PF-451 

PC LTD monokernel presumably tuned to a unique pathway delay (78). This plasticity at 452 

PF-to-PC synapses differs from plasticity found at PF-to-PC synapses in the vermis, in 453 

which LTD is induced by a range of PF-CF pairing interval (50 to 150 ms), assuming PF-454 

PC LTD multikernels presumably tuned to a set of pathway delays (78). It is speculated 455 

that the wide range of delays between PF-CF activation inducing LTD may reflect the 456 

wide range of pathway delays in the error signals carried by the different CF inputs to the 457 

vermis, i.e., from spinal afferent signals with latencies between 10–30 ms (79) to cognitive 458 

signals with, a priori, longer latencies (80-82). Conversely, the flocculus responses to the 459 

PF-CF temporal interval are consistent at 120 ms in agreement with the specificity of the 460 

pathway delays in the CF error signals found in the VOS (78).  461 

In looking for analogies between our robotic pathway delay and what occurs within either 462 

the vermis or flocculus pathway delays, we assumed PF-PC LTD monokernel 463 

configuration as in the latter. The robotic sensorimotor pathway was equally configured 464 

for each Baxter joint (motor and sensor), as it occurs in the VOS. Biology seems to have 465 

evolved a PF-PC LTD multikernel solution to meet the different sensory pathway delays 466 

converging in the vermis, however, industrial field buses/Ethernet in robotics avoid these 467 

problems by design. A PF-PC LTD multikernel approach would impose to configure a 468 

different robotic sensorimotor pathway per Baxter motor accordingly, e.g., sensory motor 469 
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pathways configured with increasing levels of delay according to the corresponding 470 

Baxter joint distance to the central CPU, mimicking limbs distance to the cerebellum. 471 

However, Baxter motor and encoder data transmission are not meant to operate with these 472 

properties. These differences between the propagation of sensorimotor information in the 473 

human peripheral nervous system (PNS) and in its robotic counterpart (i.e., signals 474 

generated at robot joint sensors all propagated through the same pathway) drove us 475 

towards the monokernel solution.   476 

For a widely distributed robotic platform with several ms delay differences between the 477 

interconnected elements, i.e., segmented in different sensorimotor pathways, together with 478 

RT capacity being granted despite the multikernel approach higher computational cost 479 

(see fig. S2), a multikernel solution adapted to a multipaired cerebellar architecture (83) 480 

could be a good approach to avoid the trade-off between accuracy and delay tolerance 481 

encountered in the monokernel solution.  482 

Materials and Methods 483 

 Objective and study design 484 

The objective of our study was to validate the robustness against time delays of a 485 

cerebellar-based SNN torque controller, thus applying CNS inherent features to robotic 486 

control. The SNN controller ran on an Intel® Core™ i7-5820K CPU at 3.30GHz with 12 487 

cores, 32GB of RAM, and a GPU GeForce RTX 2080/PCIe/SSE2. The controlled front-488 

end body was a Baxter robot (84): a two-armed collaborative robot equipped with both 489 

position and torque control capability. Our SNN torque controller together with Baxter’s 490 

internal series elastic actuators (SEAs) ensure both active and passive compliance (6).  491 

 492 

The cerebellar neural network 493 

The cerebellar neural network consisted of 62040 Leaky Integrate and Fire (LIF) neurons 494 

and ~36.4M synapses (36M endowed with plasticity) mimicking the cerebellar structure. 495 

The network size was a trade-off between Baxter’s working space coverage and RT 496 

working capability. The neurons were distributed across five different layers (see Fig. 1, B 497 

and C), and every layer was divided into six microcomplexes (85) to control each of the 498 

six DOF. The neural layer distribution was the following: mossy fibers (MFs, 240 499 

neurons), granule cells (GCs, 60000 neurons), climbing fibers (CFs, 600 neurons), 500 

Purkinje cells (PCs, 600 neurons), and deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN, 600 neurons). The 501 

input sensorimotor information (actual and desired robot analog state translated into 502 

spiking patterns) was induced through the MF layer and transmitted through excitatory 503 

afferents toward the GC layer. The sensorimotor information was then recoded into 504 

somatosensory neural activity at the GC layer and then propagated toward the PC layer via 505 

the parallel fiber excitatory connections (PFs), i.e., GCs axons. The PC layer also received, 506 

via excitatory connections from the CF layer, the teaching/error signal, i.e., the mismatch 507 

between the actual and desired robot state translated into neural spikes. Finally, the DCN 508 

layer received inhibitory synapses from the PC and excitatory synapses from the CF and 509 

MF layers. The DCN neural activity was translated into an analog motor command which 510 

was sent to the robot, thus closing the loop. Note that each of the six microcomplexes 511 

comprising the CF-PC-DCN subcircuit was divided into two halves (agonist/antagonist), 512 

each half controlling the clock/anticlockwise movement of the robot joint actuator. This 513 

structure mimicked the physiological antagonistic muscle pairs located in opposite sides of 514 

each arm joint (86); i.e., one half of the microcomplex contracts the agonist muscle, the 515 

other half contracts the antagonist muscle. 516 
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The cerebellar input-output response was adjusted at the PF-PC connection, where the 517 

synaptic weight distribution was adapted through a STDP mechanism correlating both the 518 

sensorimotor information and the teaching/error signal. Thus, synaptic plasticity allowed 519 

error reduction through iterative trial and error motor task executions. The topology of the 520 

neural network is summarized in Table 1, and the overall depiction of the cerebellar neural 521 

network is shown in Fig. 1C.  522 

LIF neurons (87) (see Supplementary Materials, Annex S2) were used to build the 523 

cerebellar neural network due to their minimal computational cost, thus enabling our real 524 

time computation requirement. See (6) for an in-depth review on the cerebellar neural 525 

layers, their connectivity, and neuron models.  526 

 527 

****Table 1 about here**** 528 

 529 

The STDP mechanism 530 

The STDP mechanism deployed at the PF-PC synapses conjugated two opposed processes 531 

of synaptic change: LTD and LTP. These two processes, compensating and 532 

complementing each other, allowed the regulation of the cerebellar output commands by 533 

temporally correlating the teaching/error signal (CF activity) and the previous 534 

sensorimotor information (PF activity). See Supplementary Materials, Annex S1, for a 535 

more in depth description of the temporal kernel operation.  536 

 537 

The LTD process convolved the CF and PF activity as follows:  538 

 539 
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 540 

where 
j iPF PCw  is the synaptic weight change between the j

th
 PF and the i

th 
PC, β = -0.0008 541 

nS is the synaptic weight decrement, δPF is the Dirac delta function of an afferent spike 542 

from a PF, k(x) defines the integrative kernel, dk = 120 ms allowed the adjustment of the 543 

kernel width, and τLTD is the kernel “eligibility trace” peak. The kernel maximum value 544 

(k(x) = 1) is obtained when x = -τLTD, that is, the synaptic weight decrement is maximum 545 

for those PF spikes received τLTD ms before the CF spike arrival. For our SNN torque 546 

controller we established τLTD = 150 ms. 547 

 548 

The LTP process produced a fixed synaptic weight increment every time a spike arrived to 549 

a PC through the PF as defined by: 550 

 551 

   
j iPF PC PFspikeLTP w t t dt       (10) 

where 
j iPF PCw  is the synaptic weight change between the j

th
 PF and the i

th 
PC, α = 0.002 552 

nS is the synaptic efficacy increment, and δPF is the Dirac delta function of an afferent 553 

spike from a PF.  554 

 555 
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These two processes regulated the PF-PC synaptic weight and, therefore, shaped the SNN 556 

torque controller output commands. A PF-PC synaptic weight decrement would be 557 

translated into a reduction of the DCN inhibition caused by the PC, therefore increasing 558 

the DCN output activity. Conversely, a PF-PC synaptic weight increase, due to a low error 559 

signal and, therefore, a scarce CF-PC activity, would decrease the DCN output activity. A 560 

well synchronized sequence of increased/decreased DCN activity tuned the cerebellar 561 

output motor commands reducing the overall performance error.  562 

 563 

Translation from analog sensorial states to neural activity  564 

The SNN sensorial input information, originated in analog form at Baxter’s sensors (Qa, 565 

Q̇a) and the trajectory generator (Qd, Q̇d), had to be translated into neural activity (MF 566 

activity) that the SNN could process. The 240 MFs were divided into six microcomplexes 567 

(one per DOF) of 40 neurons each. Each microcomplex was again divided into four 568 

subgroups of 10 neurons each, devoted to coding Qa, Q̇a, Qd, Q̇d respectively. Each of the 569 

10 neurons of the subgroup acted as a sensory receptor for a specific interval within the 570 

analog signal joint range; i.e., a neuron fired a spike (  MFspike t ) when the analog value (Q) 571 

was within its receptor interval (Rn), described as follows: 572 

  ( )MFspike nt Q t R    (11) 

n n nR c w   (12) 
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where  MFspike t  defines the Dirac delta function of an afferent spike from a MF, n = [0, 9] 573 

stands for the neuron index within the subgroup, cn and wn define the center and width of 574 

the interval, [rmin, rmax] denotes the joint range in radians of the analog signal, and S = 10 575 

stands for the total number of the subgroup neurons. Since the receptor intervals within the 576 

subgroup were non-overlapping, only four MFs per microcomplex were active at each 577 

time step. Thus, the current sensorial state was univocally coded into neural activity. 578 

Please see fig. S3 for a representation of the analog input signals coding at MF layer using 579 

the timing of spikes. 580 

 581 

The teaching/error signal ɛ(t), obtained by comparing the desired (Qd, Q̇d) and actual robot 582 

state (Qa, Q̇a), was also translated from the analog to the spike domain (CFs activity). The 583 

600 CFs were divided into six microcomplexes (one per DOF) of 100 neurons each, the 584 

first/last 50 cells were devoted to the agonist/antagonist sensed error, i.e., 585 

positive/negative joint error. Electrophysiological recordings of the CFs show a chaotic 586 

and low firing rate, between 1 and 10 Hz per neuron (88). The low firing rate could 587 

hamper capturing the high-frequency information of the teaching/error signal; however, 588 

the chaotic firing allows the statistical sampling of the entire signal range over multiple 589 

trials (88, 89). We replicated this behavior using a Poisson model: given the error signal 590 

ɛ(t) and a random number ɳ(t) ϵ [0, 1], the given CF fired a spike      CFspike tt t   , 591 

remaining silent otherwise (27, 38). 592 

 593 

Translation from neural activity to torque commands  594 
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The DCN neural activity, i.e., output cerebellar activity, was translated into analog torque 595 

commands (τj) before being sent to Baxter’s actuators. There were six DCN 596 

microcomplexes, one per DOF. The spike-to-analog translation of each microcomplex 597 

activity was performed at every time step (2 ms) as follows:  598 

 599 
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 600 

where j = [1, 6] for each of the six DOF; i = [1, 100] defines the DCN index within the 601 

microcomplex, the first/last 50 DCN cells were devoted to the agonist/antagonist joint 602 

movement; δ(t) is the Dirac delta function of a spike arrival; αj = (0.75, 1.1, 0.375, 0.63, 603 

0.078, 0.078) is a factor to weight the DCN output according to the relative position, 604 

orientation, and mass of each joint.  605 

 606 

At the robot side, the DCN output torque values entered a mean filter, whose size varied at 607 

each time step depending on the number of predicted torque samples available (x) to 608 

generate a torque command. A torque command sample generated at time t with a 609 

prediction of δe ms shall be applied by the robot actuators at time t + δe. When the time 610 

delay affecting that torque command sample was shorter than δe, the torque command 611 

sample was received at the robot side before its application time. In that event, that torque 612 

command sample would operate as a future torque command sample at the mean filter. 613 

Past torque command samples were also used to normalize the mean filter to the current 614 

time step (t), as follows:  615 

 616 
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where x ϵ [2, 10]. This filter mimicked the low-pass filter behavior of muscles before 617 

sending torque commands to Baxter’s actuators. When x was less than 2 (i.e., one or less 618 

than one available future torque command samples), we applied the previous time step 619 

torque command with 99.8% reduction. In the event of x being less than 2 for successive 620 

time steps, the applied torque command was gradually reduced to 0 Nm to provide a safe 621 

stopping. x equals 10 meant best case scenario, i.e., 10 predicted, 10 past and the current 622 

torque samples for a total of about 42 ms temporal window. This was in agreement with 623 

the upper motor neuron maximal discharge rates during slow isometric ramp contractions 624 

(90). Predicted, past and current torque samples were placed within the mean filter based 625 

on their application time. 626 

 627 

Desired trajectories definition 628 

We designed three motor tasks to be performed by the SNN torque controller under the 629 

described time delay conditions. The motor tasks were fast movements in smooth 630 

trajectories consisting of sinusoidal-like position and velocity profiles per joint; involving 631 

the complex dynamics of a 6 DOF robotic arm, including interaction forces between joints 632 

(91-93). These motor tasks depicted three different desired trajectories to be followed by 633 

Baxter’s left arm end-effector: a horizontal (xy plane) circle trajectory, an inclined (xyz 634 
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plane) circle trajectory, and a Lissajous trajectory (δ = π/2, a = 1, b = 2), i.e., eight-like 635 

Cartesian trajectory in the horizontal plane (xy plane) (34, 91). Please see Supplementary 636 

Materials, Annex S3, for the mathematical description of the trajectories.  637 

 638 

Performance accuracy and learning convergence measurement  639 

To evaluate the SNN torque controller performance, we compared the desired and actual 640 

trajectory; i.e., desired (Qd) compared to actual (Qa) joint position at each time step. The 641 

average difference of all joints provided the MAE, serving as the performance accuracy 642 

metric: 643 
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 644 

where N = 6 stands for the six DOF. For each of the tested time delay conditions we used 645 

100 consecutive trials of the trajectories to obtain the mean and standard deviation of the 646 

MAE for that given time delay condition.  647 

 648 

To evaluate the learning convergence of the SNN and ANN torque controllers output 649 

response, we studied the average joint torque variability (Δτ). Since the SNN and ANN 650 

torque controllers provided a non-deterministic output, first we obtained the 100 iterations 651 

average torque per joint as follows: 652 
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where i = [1,100] stands for the iteration number, each iteration having a duration of 2 s, 
655 

i.e., t = [0, 2]. Then, we found the average joint torque variability as described by:  
656 
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658 

Since the PD inner computation was deterministic, we did not need the 100 iterations 659 

average torque, we used these last two equations applied to one iteration output torque to 660 

obtain the PD controller output torque variability. 661 

 662 

Modules implementation 663 

A Robot Operating System (ROS) framework allowed the processing and transmission of 664 

information between the control loop modules, and the spike-to-analog and analog-to-665 

spike translation. For reproducibility purposes, the source code for the PD, ANN and SNN 666 

controllers as well as the experimental setup are available at 667 

https://github.com/EduardoRosLab/EDLUT_BAXTER_DELAYS.  668 

 669 
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Supplementary Materials  670 

Annex S1. The “eligibility trace” and how it enters the learning rule equation. 671 

Annex S2. The Leaky integrate-and-fire neuron model (LIF). 672 

Annex S3. Mathematical description of the trajectories. 673 

Annex S4. Robot-Controller Wi-Fi gateway. 674 

Annex S5. Induction of additional Wi-Fi bandwidth. 675 

Annex S6. The ANN cerebellar model. 676 

 Fig. S1. Trajectory learning convergence curves. 677 

Fig. S2. Cerebellar SNN multikernel vs monokernel solution coping with time delays. 678 

 Fig. S3. Spike coding at the input MF layer.  679 

Table S1. Neuron parameter values. 680 

 Movie S1. Remote Wi-Fi cobot control. 681 
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 955 
Fig. 1. Cerebellar control loop. (A) Experimental setup in which communication time delays 956 

were artificially induced within the cerebellar control loop. The computer allocating the cerebellar 957 

controller and the robot communicated through a point-to-point Ethernet connection, whilst time 958 

delays were induced at each end of the control loop (δC2R and δR2C). A second computer was added 959 

for monitoring purposes, connected to the controller through a point-to-point Ethernet connection. 960 

(B) Schematic of the cerebellar feedback control loop. (C) Depiction of the cells, neural layers, 961 

connections, and plasticity site of our cerebellar SNN torque controller. The inputs to the 962 

cerebellar network arrive through the MFs (sensorial signals) and CFs (teaching/error signal). MFs 963 

project the sensorial information onto GCs. GCs project, through the PFs, onto PCs, which also 964 
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receive excitatory inputs from the CFs. Finally, DCN drives the cerebellar output torque 965 

commands receiving excitatory inputs from MFs and CFs and inhibitory inputs from PCs, which 966 

shape the cerebellar output. The cerebellar model also implements a STDP at PF-PC connections. 967 

 968 
Fig. 2. PD and cerebellar ANN vs cerebellar SNN control response to steady time delays. The 969 

induced transmission delays (δT) comprised symmetrical R2C and C2R steady time delays (δT = 970 

δR2C + δC2R; δR2C = δC2R). (A) As δT increased from 0 to 80 ms, mean MAE and standard deviation 971 

of 100 trials per δT value performed by the Ziegler-Nichols tuned PD, the ANN and the SNN 972 

torque controller solutions. After tuning the PD parameters, it performed similarly to the default 973 

factory position controller. ANN and SNN were both equipped with similar PF-PC synaptic 974 
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mechanisms although ANN lacked the learning temporal capability. Two circular trajectories in 975 

different planes and a sequence of a horizontal circle plus a Lissajous trajectory were used as 976 

benchmarks for revealing the robot arm dynamics (91, 93). SNN controller MAE plateaued for 977 

values under δT = 80 ms, whereas both PD and ANN MAE should not operate above δT = 20 ms 978 

(for safety reasons, δT was kept below 50 ms for the PD and ANN controllers since the MAE was 979 

increasing dramatically). (B), (C), and (D) evolution of the output torque commands for the 980 

horizontal circle, inclined circle, and circle-Lissajous sequence respectively, for δT values from 0 981 

to 50 ms (left and right column respectively).   982 

 983 
Fig. 3. Cartesian space representation of Baxter’s end-effector under PD, ANN and SNN 984 

torque control. PD vs SNN performance for the horizontal circle (A), inclined circle (B), and 985 

circle-Lissajous sequence (C). ANN vs SNN performance for the horizontal circle (D), inclined 986 

circle (E), and circle-Lissajous sequence (F). The induced transmission delay was δT = 50 ms. The 987 

desired vs actual trajectory followed by the end-effector are displayed using the density function of 988 

100 trials performed by each controller. The trajectory performed by the factory-default position 989 

controller with no delay is also displayed as a reference.  990 
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 991 
Fig. 4. Modifying the cerebellar predictive time margin by variating the STDP kernel. (A) 992 

Set of CF-PF convolution kernels with different “eligibility trace” peaks (τLTD) (31) and how the 993 

CF spike arrival is correlated to previous PF spike for each convolution kernel. (B) Performance 994 

accuracy (MAE) obtained by the SNN controller for each of the convolution kernels (τLTD peak 995 

varying from 90 to 250 ms), and PD controller reference. The transmission delay tolerance 996 

increased with τLTD peak at the cost of decreasing performance accuracy. The horizontal circle 997 

trajectory benchmark was used. The SNN technological approach overcame the τLTD = [50–150 998 

ms] biological constraint. (C) Modeling the degradation of the performance accuracy as time delay 999 

tolerance increases along with the kernel τLTD. The transmission delays were set to zero, thus 1000 

oversizing τLTD. A linear regression analysis was conducted on the MAE data of 100 horizontal 1001 

circle trajectory trials per each of the different convolution kernels. MAE degradation seemed to 1002 

linearly evolve as the τLTD peak increased (y = 0.000106x + 0.0036). Instability may arise under 1003 

two possible scenarios: a) “eligibility trace” peaks shorter than transmission delays, b) oversized 1004 

“eligibility trace” peaks, i.e., beyond 300 ms. 1005 
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 1006 
Fig. 5. Symmetric and asymmetric non-deterministic delays scenario. (A) Set of gamma 1007 

distributions used to induce symmetrical (δT = δR2C + δC2R; δR2C = δC2R = δT/2) non-deterministic 1008 

delays, (B) corresponding δT CDF, and (C) SNN MAE performance. (D) and (E) asymmetrical 1009 

non-deterministic delays scenarios. The depicted data accounts for 100 trials of the horizontal 1010 

circle trajectory per delay distribution. 1011 
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 1012 
Fig. 6. Cerebellar response to non-deterministic Wi-Fi delays. (A) Experimental setup in which 1013 

the computer allocating the cerebellar controller and the robot communicated through Wi-Fi. The 1014 

Controller and Monitoring PCs were connected to a router, which established a Wi-Fi connection 1015 

with the (B) RPi attached to the robot. (C) Performance accuracy, and (D) CDF of sensorial (R2C) 1016 

and motor (C2R) time delays as the bandwidth consumption increased from 15 up to 54 Mbps 1017 

(equivalent to three robots simultaneously connected). 100 horizontal circle trajectory trials were 1018 

performed for each bandwidth value. The asymmetry between sensorial and motor delays followed 1019 

the asymmetrical nature of the control loop hardware; on one end, the RPi gateway holds limited 1020 

computational capacity compared to the PC on the other end. We induced the additional 1021 

bandwidth in the R2C direction as the processing capacity of the RPi became saturated when 1022 

additional bandwidth was induced in the C2R direction. Regardless of the asymmetrical and non-1023 

deterministic time delays, the SNN torque controller provided for compliance and accuracy. 1024 
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 1025 
Fig. 7. Cerebellar response to remote control. (A) Experimental setup involving long-distance 1026 

remote control. The robot was remotely operated over the Internet involving 10 network hops and 1027 

a controller-robot distance of ~360 km (i.e., 224 mi). Two approaches were used: (B) the robot 1028 

connected to the Internet using an Ethernet connection via a gateway PC; (C) the robot connected 1029 

to the Internet via Wi-Fi. (D), and (E) depict the CDF of the sensorimotor time delays associated 1030 

to (B) and (C) respectively. 100 trials of the horizontal circle trajectory were performed for each 1031 

approach. 1032 

Tables 1033 

 1034 

Table 1. Cerebellar neural network topology.  1035 

Neurons Synapses 

Pre-

synaptic  

Post-

synaptic  
Number Type 

Initial weight 

(nS) 

Weight range 

(nS) 

240 MFs 60K GCs 240K AMPA 0.18 - 

240 MFs 600 DCN 144K AMPA 0.1 - 

60K GCs 600 PCs 36M AMPA 2.0 [0, 5] 

600 PCs 600 DCN 600 GABA 1.0 - 

600 CFs 600 PCs 600 AMPA 0.0 - 

600 CFs 600 DCN 600 AMPA 0.5 - 

600 CFs 600 DCN 600 NMDA 0.25 - 

 1036 

 1037 

 1038 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 1039 

 1040 

Annex S1. The “eligibility trace” and how it enters the learning rule equation 1041 

The most widely accepted hypothesis on motor learning cerebellar adaptation assumes that 1042 

CFs spike discharges on PCs work as motor-error related signals able to drive synaptic 1043 

adaptation on PFs-PCs connections. The spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) 1044 

mechanism operating at this cerebellar layer combines a supervised long-term depression 1045 

(LTD) mechanism driven by the motor-error related signal and an unsupervised long-term 1046 

potentiation (LTP) mechanism that occurs even in the absence of such error signal (94). 1047 

 1048 

LTD produces a synaptic efficacy decrease in PFs each time a PC receives a CF discharge. 1049 

The amount of PFs-PCs synaptic weight decrement depends on the timing of the activity 1050 

arriving through the PFs before the CF spike discharge on the same PC. This PF activity is 1051 

convolved with the integrative kernel defined in Eq. 1, which only considers those PF 1052 

spikes within the time-window before the CF spike discharge (87). The past activity of the 1053 

afferent PF is evaluated similarly to a time-logged “eligibility trace,” (36, 95, 96). This 1054 

trace aims at correlating the relative timing between CF discharges (motor-error related 1055 

activity) and the spike activity driven by the PFs (sensorimotor related activity). The 1056 

eligibility trace idea stems from experimental evidence indicating the likelihood of a CF 1057 

discharge to depress a PF–PC synapse when the corresponding PF fires between 50 and 1058 

150 ms before the CF discharge arrives at the same PC (31, 36, 97).  1059 

 1060 
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 1063 

The amount of LTD produced is not constant (see the LTD kernel vs. time representation 1064 

in Fig. 4), with a maximum occurring when the time difference between PFs and CFs 1065 

spikes is aligned to the sensorimotor pathway delay (i.e., 150 ms). On the other hand, the 1066 

inertia that results when operating a body (either a human or human-like robotic body) 1067 

makes the body position and velocity at a specific moment dependent on a sequence of 1068 

motor commands rather than on just the current motor command. The closer the temporal 1069 

distance of a motor command in the sequence to the current time step, the greater its 1070 

impact on the body state (bear in mind the propagation delay from the cerebellum to the 1071 

muscle is also accounted for). The LTD kernel shapes this behavior applying the 1072 

maximum LTD action in the PFs aligned with the sensorimotor delay (the ones 1073 

propagating the sensorimotor information most tightly related with the “current” body 1074 

state, therefore the most important for generating the necessary motion sequence), but also 1075 

applying smaller LTD actions (using both kernel tails) in the PFs propagating 1076 

sensorimotor information with longer and shorter sensorimotor delays, allowing the 1077 

generation of a smooth movement.  1078 

  1079 

Besides LTD, LTP produces a fixed increase in synaptic efficacy each time a spike arrives 1080 

through a PF to the corresponding targeted PC. This mechanism aims to capture how the 1081 

LTD process is reversed according to neurophysiologist studies (98). Both processes, LTP 1082 

and LTD, are computed using Eq. 2 and 3, where ∆WPFj–PCi(t) denotes the synaptic weight 1083 

change between the j
th

 PF and the target i
th

 PC; α = 0.002 nS is the synaptic efficacy 1084 

increment; δPF is the Dirac delta function corresponding to an afferent spike from a PF; β 1085 
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= -0.0008 nS is the synaptic efficacy decrement; and k(x) is the kernel function previously 1086 

defined. 1087 

 1088 

   
j iPF PC PFspikeLTP w t t dt       (2) 

     
CFspike

j i

t

PF PC CFspike PFspikeLTD w t k t t t dt  



      (3) 

  

In summary, focusing on the functionality behind these mechanisms, LTD allows 1089 

specifically decreasing the weights of the PC connections that received sensorimotor 1090 

activity sometime before an error occurred. On the other hand, the non-specific LTP 1091 

facilitates PCs to slowly recover connections from fibers carrying sensorimotor signals. 1092 

Both mechanisms jointly allow reducing the error during a task as shown in the results.  1093 

 1094 

Annex S2. The Leaky integrate-and-fire neuron model (LIF) 1095 

The LIF neuron model (87) was selected due to its minimal computational cost when 1096 

generating and processing spikes, key for RT operation. The LIF neuron model elicited a 1097 

single spike only when its membrane potential reached a certain threshold and, 1098 

immediately after, its membrane potential was reset. The LIF neural dynamics was defined 1099 

by its membrane potential and its excitatory (AMPA and NMDA) and inhibitory (GABA) 1100 

chemical conductances as follows:  1101 

int ext

dV
C I I

dt
    

 

(4) 
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1.2
g 1 1 exp 62 V
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 (10) 

where C denotes the membrane capacitance; V is the membrane potential; Iint is the 1102 

internal current and Iext is the external current. EL is the resting potential and gL the 1103 

conductance responsible for the passive decay term towards the resting potential. 1104 

Conductances gAMPA, gNMDA and gGABA integrate all the contributions received by each 1105 

receptor type (AMPA, NMDA, GABA) through individual synapses, being gNMDA_inf the 1106 

NMDA activation channel. These conductances were defined as decaying exponential 1107 

functions (87, 99) where their values were directly incremented proportionally to the 1108 

synaptic weights (wi) upon each presynaptic spike arrival (Dirac delta functions). When 1109 

the membrane potential reached a threshold (Vthr), it was then reset to EL during the 1110 

refractory period (Tref). The configuration parameters for the neurons modeled are shown 1111 

in Supplementary Materials table S1. 1112 

 1113 
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 1114 

Annex S3. Mathematical description of the trajectories 1115 

The Cartesian space description of the horizontal circle trajectory is described by:  1116 

 1117 
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 1118 

whilst the inclined circle trajectory is described by:  1119 

 1120 
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The parametric equations of the Lissajous trajectory are: 1121 

 1122 
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 1123 

where R = 12 cm denotes the circle radius, T = 2 s stands for the trajectory duration. The 1124 

Cartesian space trajectories were then translated to joint space using Moveit! software 1125 

(100), thus obtaining the desired position (Qd) for each of the six DOF. The desired joint 1126 

velocity profiles (Q̇d) were obtained as the desired position derivative over time; thus 1127 

completing the desired trajectory input signals (Qd, Q̇d). 1128 

 1129 

Annex S4. Robot-Controller Wi-Fi gateway 1130 

To establish the Wi-Fi connection between the robot and the controller we had to 1131 

circumvent Baxter’s lack of wireless support. We attached a Raspberry Pi 3B+ (RPi) to 1132 

the robot using an Ethernet connection with negligible delay (δEth ~ 0 ms). The RPi, in 1133 

turn, connected with the controller via a Wi-Fi connection which carried inherent non-1134 

deterministic time delays (δWi-Fi). Thus, the RPi operated as a robot-controller gateway 1135 

establishing an end-to-end Wi-Fi communication with non-deterministic time delays (δ = 1136 

δEth+ δWi-Fi ~ δWi-Fi) (Fig. 4, A and B). The Wi-Fi connection was established using a 1137 

Tenda® AC15 AC1900 Smart Dual-band Gigabit Wi-Fi Router. 1138 

 1139 

Annex S5. Induction of additional Wi-Fi bandwidth  1140 

To modify the non-deterministic Wi-Fi time delays, we induced additional UDP traffic to 1141 

the control loop end-to-end communication using the tool Iperf (101). We gradually 1142 
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increased the original bandwidth consumption from 15 to 54 Mbps in the R2C direction 1143 

since the processing capacity of the RPi rapidly became saturated when additional traffic 1144 

was induced in the C2R direction. The processing of additional incoming information 1145 

jeopardized the RPi ability as robot-controller gateway. The controller PC processing 1146 

capability, however, was not affected by the additional traffic. The asymmetrical hardware 1147 

of the control loop forced us to induce the additional bandwidth in the R2C direction, 1148 

which was reflected in asymmetrical Wi-Fi non-deterministic time delays (Fig. 4C). The 1149 

cost of the RPi acting as a bottleneck could be saved if access to Baxter’s onboard PC 1150 

were granted or other more powerful nodes were used instead of the RPi. 1151 

 1152 

Annex S6. The ANN cerebellar model  1153 

The ANN cerebellar model adopted a pure rate-based functional scheme. The focus was 1154 

on maintaining the functional information processing features of the cerebellar micro-1155 

circuitry using analog activity values instead of an explicit spiking representation (102). 1156 

 1157 

We implemented four main layers:  1158 

 1159 

- Granular layer: implemented as a state-generator able to provide for different time 1160 

stamps along the executed trajectory (103, 104) depending on the  actual and desired 1161 

joint positions and velocities. These time stamps emulate parallel fibers (PFs) 1162 

activated in an unambiguous and sequential manner (producing an unambiguous 1163 

state representation).  1164 

 1165 

- Purkinje-cell layer: the activity at Purkinje cells (PCs) is defined in Eq.14: 1166 

 1167 

      , 1,2, ,i iPC t f PF t where i number of motors   (14) 

 1168 

where PCi(t) represents the average firing rate of the PCs associated with the i
th

 1169 

motor. fi is the function that matches each granular layer state (active PF) with a 1170 

particular output firing rate at each PC. This function was modified during the 1171 

learning process. The output activity at different cell layers (PCs, MFs and CFs) was 1172 

normalized between 0 (representing the absence of activity) and 1 (representing the 1173 

maximum firing rate of the cell). 1174 

 1175 

- Mossy fibers: the ANN cerebellar model assumes mossy fibers (MFs) transmitting 1176 

a baseline neural activity during the trajectory execution according to studies of 1177 

eyeblink conditioning experiments (105-107). 1178 

 1179 

- DCN cells: the activity of these nuclei cells integrated the excitatory-activity 1180 

coming from MFs and CFs and the inhibitory-activity from PCs. Due to the low 1181 

number of MFs and CFs in comparison to granule cells (GrCs), the capacity of these 1182 

fibers for generating a sparse representation of different cerebellar states seems to be 1183 

very limited (i.e., MFs act as baseline global activity/term provider). Eq. 15 describes 1184 

the DCN layer behavior: 1185 

 1186 

     

 

, , ,( ) ,

1,2, ,

i i MF DCN i i PC DCN i i CF DCN iDCN t MF t w PC t w CF t w

where i Number of motors

       


 (15) 

 1187 

DCNi(t) represents the average firing rate of the DCN cells associated with the i
th

 1188 

motor, MFi(t) stands for the baseline activity of the MFs associated to the i
th

 motor, 1189 
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and WMF-DCN,i the synaptic strength of the MF-DCN connection to the i
th

 motor.  WPC-1190 

DCNi represents the synaptic strength of the PC-DCN connection of the i
th

 motor. 1191 

Finally, CFi(t) represents the average firing rate of the CFs associated with the i
th

 1192 

motor, being WCF-DCNi the synaptic strength of the CF-DCN of the associated motor. 1193 

CFi(t) carries the normalized current activity in the range [0, 1] that represents the 1194 

actual motor error. 1195 

 1196 
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 1197 

PF-PC long-term synaptic plasticity 1198 

Following on from our previous articles (33), the present model implements PF-PC 1199 

synaptic plasticity as follows:  1200 
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(17) 

 1201 

where  
j iPF PCw t   represents the weight change between the j

th 
PF and the target PC 1202 

associated with the i
th

 motor. CFi(t) stands for the current activity coming from the 1203 

associated climbing fiber (which represents the normalized error along the executed arm 1204 

plant movement), LTPMax and LTDMax are the maximum long term potentiation/long term 1205 

depression (LTP/LTD) values, and α is the LTP decaying factor. In the experiments α is 1206 

set to 1000 to ensure a fast LTP action decreasing (33). 1207 

 1208 

Fig. S1. Trajectory learning convergence curves. (A) Circle trajectory in xy plane, trajectory 1209 

duration of 2 s. Learning stabilization achieved after about 1000 s (500 trials). (B) Inclined circle 1210 

trajectory in xyz plane, trajectory duration of 2 s. Learning stabilization achieved after about 1000 1211 

s (500 trials). (C) Concatenated circle and Lissajous trajectory in xy plane, trajectory duration of 4 1212 

s (2 s circle + 2 s Lissajous). Learning stabilization achieved after about 2000 s (500 trials). 1213 
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 1214 

 1215 

 1216 
Fig. S2. Cerebellar SNN multikernel vs monokernel solution coping with time delays. 1217 

(A) LTD eligibility traces of the multikernel solution. (B) Mean eligibility trace of the 1218 

multikernel solution and eligibility trace of the monokernel solution. (C) Performance 1219 

accuracy for the horizontal circle trajectory, both SNNs operated in the scenario depicted 1220 

in Fig. 1A, with induced delays δT from 0 to 80 ms, using a unique robotic sensorimotor 1221 

pathway delay (150ms). The multikernel solution required a larger cerebellar network 1222 

(1800 PCs and 108M of plastic synapses) to maintain equivalent levels of output 1223 

resolution when compared to the monokernel solution (600 PCs and 36M synapses), i.e., 1224 

extra computational power hindering full capacity performance in RT. The EDLUT 1225 

simulator ran at full capacity for 99.999% of the experiment time for the monokernel 1226 

solution, reduced to 99.263% for the multikernel solution; i.e., since RT operation needs 1227 

to be guaranteed in the control loop, EDLUT includes mechanisms to minimize the impact 1228 

of higher computing intervals, such as temporarily disabling learning for the sake of RT 1229 

operation (57). The multikernel overall response was configured to provide a PC output 1230 

drive equivalent to the monokernel PC solution but preserving the enhanced delay 1231 

sensitivity to its corresponding kernel peaks, similar to what it is found at the cerebellar 1232 

vermis (78). The larger number of the multikernel PC outputs coalesced into the same 1233 

number of DCNs for the monokernel network (108). Multikernel PC outputs hampered co-1234 

operation among themselves under time delays (range from 0 to 80 ms) thus decreasing 1235 

instead of increasing the performance accuracy thanks to augmented delay sensitivity. A 1236 

winner-take-all PC output behavior might take advantage of the increased delay sensitivity 1237 

provided by the different kernel peaks of the multikernel solution but only if different 1238 

robotic sensorimotor pathways were required to be conjointly used. 1239 

 1240 

 1241 
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 1242 
Fig. S3. Spike coding at the input MF layer. (A) All joints desired position for the 1243 

circle-eight sequence, i.e., input analog signal. Corresponding spiking activity at the MFs 1244 

implemented by the SNN model (B), and by a possible rate based model (C). (D), (E), and 1245 

(F) depict a zoom in to the fourth joint (j4) information represented in (A), (B), and (C), 1246 

respectively. (G) shows the population firing rate (MFs corresponding to j4) for time 1247 

windows of 100 ms during the trajectory period (4s: 2s for circle + 2s for eight-like 1248 

trajectory), both for our spike-coding SNN model (solid line), and a rate-based model 1249 

(dashed line). The firing rate depicts the average of 100 trajectory trials. 1250 

 1251 

 1252 

 1253 

 1254 

 1255 

 1256 

 1257 
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Table S1. Neuron parameter values 1258 

Parameters GC PC DCN 
Cm (pF) 2.0 100 2.0 
GL (nS) 1.0 6.0 0.2 
EL (mV) -65.0 -70 -70.0 
EAMPA (mV) 0.0 0.0 0.0 
EGABA (mV) – – -80.0 
𝜏AMPA (ms) 1.0 1.2 0.5 

𝜏NMDA (ms) – – 14.0 

𝜏GABA (ms) – – 10.0 

Vthr (mV) -50.0 -52.0 -40.0 
Tref (ms) 1.0 2.0 1.0 

 1259 

 1260 

Movie S1. Remote Wi-Fi cobot control. Experimental setup in which the controller PC 1261 

and the Baxter robot communicate through a Wi-Fi connection. The controller PC 1262 

(allocating the cerebellar controller) and the monitoring PC are connected via point-to-1263 

point Ethernet to a router, which establishes a Wi-Fi connection with a RPi (i.e., gateway) 1264 

attached to the Baxter robot. The sensorial (R2C) and motor (C2R) time delays, as well as 1265 

the desired and on-going trajectory are represented whilst the robot moves (i.e., horizontal 1266 

circular trajectory). The recording depicts the adaptability, accuracy and the safe 1267 

responsiveness to unexpected interactions and time delays of the cerebellar controller 1268 

under several physical HRIs. 1269 

 1270 


